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Miller Paddock - AKA Camp 944
Posted by joepaluch - 07 Apr 2008 09:24
_____________________________________

Chuck, 

  This is partially directed to you being the &quot;Host&quot; Regional director...

I was talking with some Az guys about making the trip to Miller.  We will be arriving Thursday evening for
most of us an we all want to pit in the same area.

We want to continue our tradition of Camp 944 where we all hang out together and I would guess that all
the 944 guys from all the regions would like to pit in the same area.  Some of will have motorhomes, Toy
hauler trailers, as well as closed/open trailers.  I believe Jon Ariano reserved some electrical hook-up as
well.  

So my question is this.  What is the plan for camp 944?  I can only assume there will be a large crowd of
all cars at Miller and I wonder if we will have some designated space for the 944 camp and how it may
be divided.  Most of us have never been there so we have no idea of how the paddock is layed out.

============================================================================

Re:Miller Paddock - AKA Camp 944
Posted by AvantAddict - 17 Apr 2008 07:36
_____________________________________

Ok,

I talked with Jill Giles from Miller about where everyone that has reserved power is.  She informed me
that she has everyone on the east side of the day garages.  I've reserved two 20x25 day garages spaces
on the east side facing the track for us to have an area to sit and relax in that will be out of the heat for
anyone that wants to chip in to help cover the costs.  The spaces are gonna cost $450.  We have about
15 guys from the RM region that are in for splitting the costs if anyone else wants to chip in as well.

Chuck, can you see if Dave B will hold this area for us for that weekend. 
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